
Code of Conduct for Players

The Oxfordshire Cricket Board is committed to maintaining the highest standards of behaviour and

conduct with all our stakeholders both on and off the field.

General Code of Conduct

● To ensure all behaviours and interactions strive towards the mission of ‘Making Cricket the

Sport of Choice in Oxfordshire’.

● Fair and ethical treatment of all involved in Cricket
● Create a safe environment for individuals, which allows Oxfordshire Cricket to meet its

objectives.

● Take all adequate steps to ensure the good behaviour of their members and supporters

towards everyone involved in the game.

● Directors, Employees, Members, Casual Workers, Managers, Coaches, Players (Youth and

Adult), Parents/Guardians, Volunteers and Officials shall be mindful of their use of social

media or public comments that may show Oxfordshire Cricket in a negative light and/or may

undermine the ‘Spirit of Cricket’.

More Specific guidance for Players

● Remember it is an honour to represent your team in Oxfordshire and always regard it as
such.

● To maintain high standards in appearance both for arrival, during and departure from training

and matches.

● As a cricketer with Oxfordshire you have a responsibility to set an example in all the games

that you play, including club and school matches.

● Respecting your manager and/or coaches, abiding by their decisions during the winter

coaching programme and summer match play, the opposition, the facilities, the officials and,

above all, the spirit of the game.

● Players must at all times accept the umpire’s decision. Players must not show dissent at the

umpire’s decision or react in a provocative manner towards the umpire at any time.

● Players shall not intimidate assault or attempt to intimidate an umpire, another player or

spectator.

● Players shall not use crude and/or abusive language nor make offensive gestures or hand

signals nor deliberately distract an opponent.



● Players should be aware that they are representing Oxfordshire Cricket both on and off the

field at all times.

● Players shall not make discriminatory abusive comments against fellow players, officials,

members and supporters. Players shall not use, or in any way be concerned in the use or

distribution, of illegal substances

● Players must support team members at all times during matches. Seek your team

manager/coach’s permission before going into the nets, going to sit with your family, walking

around the ground, etc.

● Always make a point of being polite and thanking everyone who has assisted with making a

game possible: the umpires and scorers, the grounds person, the tea persons, your team

managers and coaches and parents who have transported and supported you.

● In the event of matches clashing, it is ultimately the decision on the player to choose whom

they wish to represent

Failure to Uphold Code of Conduct

Any failure to comply with this code of conduct will be in the first instance will be initially discussed

with the individuals immediate contact, for example

● Employees - line manager

● Player - Manager/Head Coach

● Manager/Coach - Head of Cricket

● Parent, Guardian or Carer - Manager/Coach of Child’s Team

● Volunteer - assigned employee or director

Where the matter is unresolved informally or it is of a more serious nature a more formal process will

take place. This would involve a disciplinary hearing to further investigate the incident/allegations

while potentially under a ‘temporary removal from duties’.

This hearing may result in any of the following processes (with the right to appeal).

● Verbal Warning; First Written Warning and Final Written Warning

● Dismissal

The process, including the membership of any disciplinary or appeal panel, will be notified in writing to

the person concerned with at least 48 hours’ notice. This will apply to all steps within the process.

Oxfordshire Cricket Disciplinary Procedures in Competitions



1. Disciplinary proceedings may be invoked against any affiliated club/team, or individual member

for any disciplinary breach of the competition rules or any other matters contrary to the

Oxfordshire Cricket Code of Conduct and Spirit of Cricket.

2. The Disciplinary process may be initiated by one or both of the umpires officiating in the

particular match to a member of the club participating in the match or by any individual

member of an affiliated club involved in the match.

3. Any report must be made in writing and to the Secretary of the Oxfordshire Cricket Board (or in

his/her absence to another Director of the OCB and within 48 hours of the incident occurring)

Containing the following information:

a. A version of the event in question

b. The nature of the offence reported

c. Details of other witnesses to include their names and Contact numbers
4. Where the matter is not resolved informally, or it is of a more serious nature a more formal

process will take place. This would involve a disciplinary hearing to further investigate the

incident/allegations.

5. This hearing may result in any of the following processes (with the right to appeal). Verbal

Warning; First Written Warning and Final Written Warning (for Club/Team/Individual);
Removal of right to take part in Oxfordshire Cricket Competition.

6. The process, including the membership of any disciplinary or appeal panel, will be notified in

writing to the person concerned with at least 48 hours’ notice. This will apply to all steps within

the process.
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